Dear First Year Students:

Welcome to Penn Engineering! We are excited that you have chosen to come to Penn and can’t wait to meet you in the fall. Below are some important things to know. As the summer progresses you will have more information and more access to resources in Penn Engineering and at the University.

Please note that the four Undergraduate Schools (Engineering, College of Arts and Sciences, Wharton, Nursing) have different schedules and rules. If you belong to more than one School, you will be expected to follow the schedules and rules for both Schools. Your Cohort and OPA (Orientation Peer Advisor) assignments will be made on June 14, 2019.

**The Penn Engineering Canvas Course is now open** ([https://canvas.upenn.edu/courses](https://canvas.upenn.edu/courses)). This is where all the important and relevant information about all the things you need to do before you arrive on campus will be housed. For now:

- Please make sure to take the **Math Diagnostic** (a separate course on Canvas).
- Please take the **Quiz** on the Penn Engineering Class of 2023 Canvas Course. Your answer to the quiz will help us assign you the appropriate OPA and Cohort.

Here are some important things you should do NOW:

- Make sure your PennKey is set up. You will not be able to access the Penn Engineering Canvas Course if your PennKey is not set up. Here are the Top 10 things you should do before arriving on campus: [https://www.nso.upenn.edu/penn10](https://www.nso.upenn.edu/penn10). #1 is “PennKey Setup”.
- Make sure you have an Penn Engineering email (@seas.upenn.edu) account. You can do it here: [https://www.seas.upenn.edu/cets/](https://www.seas.upenn.edu/cets/) **This is the final communication sent to your high school email account.** If you do not have a SEAS account, you may miss out on important information.
- Enjoy the summer! Before you know it, you will be packing up your bags and arriving at Penn. Enjoy the last few weeks as a high school student—you won’t get this time back.

Looking forward to meeting all of you (in person) soon!

Best,

S. Sonya Gwak, Ph.D.
Director, Student Life and Undergraduate Education
She, her, hers
Research and Academic Services
School of Engineering and Applied Science
University of Pennsylvania